Integrating security with peace of mind

For 20 years, Nero Web IT consulting has been helping to form a better industrial presence by offering the latest in security solutions for businesses all around the world.

CabSec provides the peace of mind that one expects in this modern IT driven world. Integrating security with modern convenience it is the best fusion of modern technology available on the market today.

CabSec

Integrating security with peace of mind one step at a time.
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What is Cabsec?

CabSec is an easy to use integrated system for intrusion prevention that can be installed on almost any device.

Once deployed to a location CabSec can give you the peace of mind you need by providing you with intrusion notifications and tracking wherever you are in the world!

Anywhere in the world?

Thanks to the modern interconnected world, we can no longer stay in one place to monitor our inventories or equipment 24/7. If you are on a trip, no problem, CabSec will tell you if there is intrusion and notify you via GPS coordinates where your equipment is anywhere it might have been moved to.

Using a fusion of integrated devices and web based connectivity CabSec will monitor and send notices right to your mobile device, and in some distributions even take active photographs of surroundings and report map locations of where the device has been moved, or what has been accessed!

Reliability

CabSec is designed to have 24/7 deployment 365 days a year constantly monitoring and with its integrated battery backup system it can continue to operate for up to 24 hours after mains power has stopped providing energy. So, even if your equipment has moved to a place with no power, it can still provide the necessary information to track down where it is in the world.

What We Provide

Peace of mind. You have enough to worry about without concerning yourself with the state of your equipment, with CabSec you can rest assured that it will never be lost to you.

“I can't recall what life was like before CabSec, it has been a godsend”

—Henry Briggs small business owner Winchester KY

Security and reliability you can trust. That's the very essence of CabSec.

Features

- Always on intrusion detection
- Straight to your phone notices of equipment tampering
- Configurable for multiple deployments across varied devices
- Battery backup to prevent loss even when power has failed.

More Information

We're always happy to field questions and to tailor our services to meet your unique needs. If you should have a question please feel free to contact a member of our team to ask questions about what we can do for you. We're here standing by ready to serve you better and provide you with the security you deserve.

Contact Us

Nero Web IT Consulting
City of Industry
Richmond, KY 40475
859-555-2546
sales@neroweb.com
Visit us on the Web: http://www.neroweb.com